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“I love my church - the
power it has to transform
this nation is incredible” P6
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What happens
when we die? P14
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“

Jesus keeps opening
our eyes to recognise him
walking life’s path with us...

Reverend
Denise Liersch
Moderator
Vic Tas Synod
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Luke 24: 1-12		
Every year we come to Easter via a long
journey through Lent, Holy Week and
Good Friday, telling each other stories
about what Jesus’s life means for us, his
friends and followers.
This year, we hear the gospel stories
of Jesus through the eyes of Luke. And
no matter how familiar we might be with
these stories, Luke invites us to listen, as
if for the first time.
Luke invites us to listen deeply, to give
ourselves over to the story of Jesus, to
listen with our whole being. He invites us
to imagine ourselves travelling through
the story, and to let ourselves be touched
to the core by both the griefs and hopes
that saturate his story of the resurrection
of Jesus. Because for Luke, Good Friday
is enmeshed all through this Easter story
– from beginning to end.
As Luke tells the story of Easter
morning, he sets the scene.
Jesus is dead. His body has been laid
in a tomb. A group of women – faithful
friends – come to give last rites. They
come to wash and prepare Jesus’s body
as their final act of love for the one they
have lost. It is an act in recognition of lost
love, and of lost hope for a future that
has passed them by.
As Luke tells this story, he invites us
to remember our own griefs and loss:
for ourselves, for our loved ones, for our
Churches, for our communities, for our
world.
Memories, of course, are always
mixed.
Jesus’s friends hold mixed memories.
They remember their love for him; their
lost hopes for him and for themselves;
their lost hope for what might have
been. Perhaps they have memories
of standing at a distance, of not being
there for him in his time of need.
Perhaps they remember falling asleep,
feeling powerless, abandoning him, or
pretending they didn’t know him. Their

memories don’t paint a picture filled
with hope.
So as Luke tells us that the women are
coming back to the tomb, to this place of
death, to wash and prepare Jesus’s body,
we know this would be the end of things.
We will all be left with nothing but grief
and unanswered questions of what
might have been.
In the reading from Luke’s gospel
that we hear at Easter – as we come
to the end of Luke’s story about the
empty tomb – these are the feelings and
thoughts we are left with.
None of the characters see the empty
tomb and then suddenly leap to joy.
In fact, Luke tells us the women are
perplexed and terrified. They remember
Jesus’s strange words predicting his
suffering and dying and rising, but we
really don’t hear what they make of it.
The women tell the other disciples what
they’ve seen, but they are disbelieved
and dismissed outright. Seeing the
empty tomb, and remaining there,
doesn’t bring any sense of hopefulness
or happiness. It only adds to the grief
and uncertainty.
Yet, in the midst of the story, a
question comes to the women – and to
us – that gives an inkling of a different
future:
“Why do you look for the living among
the dead?”
This question finds a crack in the
women’s grief. The women thought
everything was over, that Jesus was
dead and gone, that the door to hope
for a different reality was firmly closed.
This question opens up a tiny space for a
new way of seeing – even if it’s not quite
visible yet. It asks the women to question
their assumptions, and to take the
plunge to see things differently. And so
they run to tell the other disciples, even
though they’re not quite sure what it is
they have seen.
How hard this is!

...He keeps
surprising us with
new possibilities
of life in God.

”

How hard it is to let go of past ways
of seeing, and imagine a future that
isn’t the same as what’s gone before!
How hard it is to imagine life could be
different to what we’ve always known!
How often do we cling to old visions of
ourselves, or of our churches, hoping
they’ll come back to life –if only we hold
on fast to the way we’ve always known
and done things before? Could it be,
that new life might be found in different
places and ways to what we have ever
experienced before?
The question to the women, is a
question for us too:
“Why do we look for the living among
the dead?”
Still, Luke’s story does not end with
this question. He moves us on from the
tomb, and takes us to different places.
He tells us of a group of disciples who
have left the tomb and headed out,
walking along the road to Emmaus,
remembering and sharing stories of

Jesus and what he means to them. They
explore the scriptures, break bread, tell
each other of their experiences. We hear
the disciples’ surprise as their eyes are
opened to recognise Jesus is right there
with them – though not in the places or
ways they expected.
We hear the disciples’ surprise that
Jesus is there with them, even though
they had not been there for him when
he had needed them most. No matter
how much they had let Jesus down,
or abandoned him in his hour of need,
Jesus was with them now. Who could
have expected that?
This is how Luke tells the story of
resurrection life. It is not a story of
sudden transformation. It is a story that
gradually takes shape over a period of
time and expands to fill the spaces of
people’s lives.
Jesus keeps calling us to leave
the tomb, and to keep travelling the
road ahead. He keeps turning up, in

unexpected ways and unexpected
places, healing and reconciling us
with God, with each other and with
ourselves. Jesus keeps opening our eyes
to recognise him walking life’s path with
us. He keeps surprising us with new
possibilities of life in God. Jesus keeps
inviting us to be part of the story.
Resurrection faith is about discovering
that the body of Christ is no longer in
the tomb. Christ is alive in our midst: as
we pray, sing and laugh together; as we
forgive each other; as we eat and drink
together; as we share who we are and
what we have with our communities and
our world.
This is good news.
The resurrection hasn't ended. It is still
going on.
When we greet each other on Easter
morning, we don’t say, “Christ rose 2000
years ago.”
We say, “Christ is risen”; and we
answer, “Christ is risen indeed.”
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Safe space to

speak

up

Inclusion and diversity will be front and centre when the
Sacrededge Festival returns to Queenscliff this month
By Andrew Humphries
While some organisations pay lip
service to the concepts of inclusion and
diversity, one regional congregation is
setting the standard in giving a voice to
some groups who might otherwise never
be heard.
After a lengthy break,
Uniting Queenscliff
will hold its popular
Sacrededge Festival at
the end of this month,
and support worker and
volunteer Margot Busch
couldn’t be more excited
about it.
COVID-19 restrictions meant the 2020
and 2021 festivals couldn’t proceed, but
Margot says it’s full steam ahead for the
2022 event.
Kicking off in 2014, the Sacrededge
Festival has become a shining example
of how an energetic and well-organised
church community event can bring
people together to celebrate inclusion
and diversity.

Once again, this year’s event
recognises and highlights our
First Nations people, refugees, the
LGBTIQ community, and all things
environmental, with a focus on earth and
ocean, and wellbeing.

positive response to a “sometimes harsh
and fearful world”.
“It’s an opportunity to connect with
people from diverse backgrounds and
this unique festival listens to people from
the edge (and) their stories, music and
poetry.
“Sacrededge is a lived
experience of how we can
treasure each other in all
our glorious diversity and
find our hearts and minds
expanded and enriched.
“This festival pulls all
those voices on the edge
together under one roof and it’s unique
in that sense.
“You can connect with all these voices
in separate environments, but the
festival is a place where you can hear
all of them together, and it’s a powerful
experience for everyone.
“Even more importantly, it’s also
about giving a safe and sacred space to
those voices.”

It’s an opportunity to connect with people
“from
diverse backgrounds and this unique
festival listens to people from the edge
(and) their stories, music and poetry.
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The celebration takes place through
numerous events over the three-day
program involving presenters, artists and
musicians at a number of venues in and
around the Queenscliff church site.
The focus is on recognising the many
people “on the edge” who might not
normally get the opportunity to have
their voices heard.
Organisers describe the festival as a

”

Margot says Uniting Queenscliff is
proud of the fact Sacrededge gives
a platform to people who may not
otherwise be heard.
“Some of the presenters who come
here have been derided in other places
they have spoken at or performed,” she
says.
“So they have been a bit hesitant when
they come here to talk to a bunch of
strangers, but then quickly work out how
welcome they are, and cared for, and feel
so comfortable they ask to return the
following year.
“We might have presenters of an
LGBTIQ background who haven’t had a
lot to do with our First Nations people,
so there is an opportunity to strike up a
connection there, while there is also an
opportunity for refugees to talk about
their experiences.”
Margot says that connection
made between people of different
backgrounds is one of the defining
features of Sacrededge.

“The difference between this festival
and others that I have been to is the
interaction between all of the people
involved - presenters, ticket holders and
volunteers,” she says.
“There is a lot of interaction taking
place outside the specific events and
that left an impression on me (when I
first started volunteering).
“There is an encouragement to
connect - not just listen, observe, see
and hear - but to take advantage of
opportunities and get to know more
about those people’s stories.
“It’s more about just listening, there is
a lot of learning through the connections
made.”
Margot says Sacrededge fits in
perfectly with the Uniting Church’s own
ethos supporting inclusion and diversity.
“Ours is a very inclusive church and
this festival is about inclusion and
diversity,” she says.
“Someone from the Uniting Church
in NSW attended the last festival and

stayed with me and, afterwards, she said
this sort of thing should be happening all
around Australia.
“The opportunity for diverse
community representation should be
happening in these small settings, where
you are able to seek as much information
as you want.”
With preparation well under way,
Margot is looking forward to welcoming
back a festival which the wider
community once again embraces.
“We’re very excited to be able to
present Sacrededge again this year,”
Margot says.
Among some of the performers
and presenters will be indigenous
musician Scott Darlow, climate scientist
David Karoly, refugee advocate Awale
Ahmed and Human Rights and Equal
Opportunity Commissioner Ro Allen.
Sacrededge begins Friday, April 29
and those attending must be fully
vaccinated. For tickets, go to
www.trybooking.com/BGOJM
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Pride and

prejudice
By Donald Moss

Dr Anne Pattel-Gray has lived a life of
many academic firsts.
For example, in 1995, Anne became
the first Indigenous person to graduate
with a PhD from the University of Sydney
and, two years later, she became the
first Indigenous person to be awarded
a Doctor of Divinity from India. As such,
Anne is a recognised and respected
scholar, theologian, activist and writer.
Anne may be a woman of firsts, but
first and foremost she is a member of our
First Peoples.
Anne is also a committed member of
the Uniting Church and, earlier this year,
gave this year’s first Northey Lecture
6

at Parkville’s Centre For Theology
& Mission. The topic was Red Ochre
Theology, a subject Anne was able to
speak to with insight, experience and
authority.
Anne is a First Peoples theologian
who has spent the past two decades
decolonising biblical narratives and
constructing a theology that draws on
First Peoples’ ancestral narratives. All of
this to help inform First Peoples’ identity,
faith and spirituality.
The Uniting Church openly
embraces First Peoples and, in 2010,
became the first church in Australia to
constitutionally acknowledge Aboriginal

and Islander people as the First Peoples
of Australia.
The Church also acknowledges it
hasn’t always been so progressive and,
indeed, once participated in segregating
First Peoples physically, emotionally and
spiritually. This history is part of Anne’s
history.
Anne’s history with the Church
does not make for easy reading. It is
confronting, challenging, but instructive.
It speaks to why the Church still has a
lot of work to do to help heal wounds it
inflicted just a generation ago.
It is said in order to know where you’re
going, you need to know where you

Dr Anne Pattel-Gray
believes the Church can be
“transformed” and wants to be
part of that process.
Image: Carl Rainer

have been and this is a philosophy Anne
subscribes to. As much as the Church has
hurt her - deeply hurt her - she refuses to
give up on it. Anne believes the Church
can be “transformed” and wants to be
part of that process.
“I love my church, the Uniting
Church, warts and all,” she says
with a warm smile.
“I know it’s not perfect and
has a lot of things wrong with
it and can be mean, hateful, nasty
and judgmental, but at the same time
I still hold to the faith that it can be
transformed and I hold to that imagery
of God’s hands at work here among us

each and every day. My own people say
to me, how can you remain in the church
after everything it has done to you and
I say, ‘I don’t go to church to worship
people, I go to worship to be with my

If you want to bring about change,
there are two schools of thought as
to how best to achieve this and, in a
nutshell, they are: passive or aggressive.
Anne prefers Option B.
“I am a thorn in the side of the
church, government or whoever,”
she laughs.
“I have to fight back because my
faith, theology and relationship with
God compels me to do so.
“I have to hold people accountable
because that is what we are supposed
to do as Christians. However, we should
not become judge and jury, because God
didn’t give us the right to do that.”

to come to accept that I will
“I havenever
be accepted.
”
creator’, and that is what makes the
difference.
“It’s about my faith and my
relationship with God and that love of
God has never wavered.”

Continued P8
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Anne’s relationship with the Church
began in Townsville when she was about
10. And it wasn’t a nice relationship.
Racism was systemic in all parts of
society and religious institutions weren’t
immune. The hypocrisy of this wasn’t
lost on Anne, even at such an early age.
“As the only Aboriginal people in the
Methodist Church in Townsville, my
brothers and I encountered so much
racism,” she says.
“My brother Neil and I have often
reflected on that time and he says, ‘you
know, we were the welfare recipients in
that church, we were what made white
people feel better about who they were.
We were never treated as their equal,
always treated differently’.”
Asked for an example, Anne tells a
story that involved her older brother
Dennis. He fell in love with one of the
white girls in the youth group there

to get out of the way?’.
“Well, I got a wallop over the head
from my mother for asking that and, on
the way home, I also got a lecture from
her and she said, ‘you know, we don’t let
them know what we think, we wait until
we get home and then we have those
conversations’ and I said, ‘but mum, they
are hypocrites and I wanted to challenge
him on that, it’s wrong’, and mum said,
‘you have to learn there is a time for
battles, you are 13’.
“But you know, I think she took pride
in me speaking up.”
Not everyone in the Church at that
time discriminated against Anne and her
family, however. In fact one minister had
a profound impact on them when they
were at their most vulnerable.
When Anne was about 10, her family
moved 500km from Winton to Townsville
and, about three days after arriving,

arrived asking if he could help them in
any way.
“He and his wife, Ivy, were true
Christians,” Anne says. “They didn’t see
colour and they were so humble, loving,
embracing and affirming.
“He turned up this particular day and
said, ‘Ivy and I are always here for you
and the Lord is always here for you and
you won’t go without’.
“Every fortnight after that we had
boxes of food left on our doorstep and
one day, many years later, I said to him,
‘you were the one delivering that food,
weren’t you?’, and he wouldn’t say

My own people say to me, 'how can you remain in the
“church
after everything it has done to you?' and I say,

‘I don’t go to church to worship people, I go to worship
to be with my creator'.

”

and it was made clear in no uncertain
terms that any relationship was just not
possible,” she says.
“These were people we thought we
had close relationships with because we
grew up together over a number of years.
“That was very hurtful and Dennis
ended up falling away from the Church
as a result of that because the hurt was
so bad.
“He was led to believe we were all
equal in the eyes of God, until he wanted
to date someone’s daughter and then, all
of a sudden, he was black and unworthy.
“I can remember when I was 13, the
preacher talking one day about the good
Samaritan and I thought, ‘you hypocrite,
because you don’t do anything for my
people’ and, when we were leaving,
I said to him, ‘I have a question for
you Reverend, how is it that you can
stand there and preach about the good
Samaritan, yet if one of my people were
in the gutter you would step over them
8

her father suddenly left. This left Anne’s
mother alone with seven children and
no network of friends to call upon for
assistance.
“When our father left us we were living
in incredible poverty and we had to
move out of a rental home and go into
Aboriginal housing, which was horrific,”
Anne says.
“We were shocked to be living in
poverty and in fear of being taken away
from our mum, so if anyone knocked at
the door we would run and hide.”
And, sure enough, one day, there was a
knock at the door. The children scattered
to any dark corner they could find as
Anne’s mother nervously answered the
door. Standing on the doorstep was Rev
Jack Thomas, who had been heavily
involved with the family as part of the
Methodist Church in Winton.
Jack had heard Anne’s father had left
them and, now ministering in Bowen,
about 200km south of Townsville, he had

yes, he just said ‘Anne, the Lord always
provides’.
“There was no one else in the world
who cared for us like that. He was the
main presence in my life and he was
everything that the Church wasn’t at
that time. He had such grace, love,
compassion and justice.
“That man sustained my faith because
it was challenged constantly, but he
showed me (the power of love).”
Anne recalls visiting Jack and Ivy many
years later when her activism had begun
to garner her some headlines on the
national stage.
“Whenever I returned to Townsville I
would always visit Jack and Ivy and one

day I turned up at their house and saw a
framed photo of me on the wall,” Anne
says.
“I was so moved to see it and Jack
said, ‘girl, you don’t know how proud
of you I am, where God has taken you
(is fantastic) and despite what you have
achieved you are still humble’ and I said,
‘Jack if it wasn’t for you I could have
hated white people, but you kept coming
up in my life as a difference about what
true Christianity is about.
“I would have left the Church without
his influence and I don’t know where my
faith might have been.” Anne has made

receive that acceptance.
“To be white in this world is to
be acknowledged, acclaimed and
accepted, where your achievements
mean something, but (anything I have
achieved) just means I’m an uppity
n***** and have to be put back in my
little box.” As distressing and depressing
and demoralising as these experiences
have been, and continue to be, they
serve only to galvanise Anne’s conviction
and drive to further explore her history
and heritage.
And there was one particular
experience at Sunday School not long

“So when mum arrived to pick me up
I started crying and when we got home
I told her what the teacher had said
and I asked mum, ‘why did God make
us black, why am I cursed as being bad
or evil?’ and she said ‘Anne, you’re not
bad or evil, there are some people in the
world who think they are better than
us, but that doesn’t make them right,
because God created us equal’.
“I remember saying to her, ‘yeah I
know that mum, but God created us
equal and in the image that I am, so why
am I to be cursed?’
“So at that stage I really struggled

Left to right: Images from Dr Anne Pattel-Gray’s photo album. Anne says there is “no rhyme or reason or logic to racism”.
peace with the Church and she is grateful
for that. But, outside of the Church, Anne
continues to confront discrimination and
open, ugly, unvarnished racism. Worse,
she has come to realise these weeping
wounds will never heal.
“I have to come to accept that I will
never be accepted,” Anne says bluntly.
The sentence hangs in the air for
a moment. Anne, clearly distressed,
pauses to gather her thoughts.
“Everyone wants to be loved,
cherished, embraced and accepted,
so it’s really hurtful when you have to
accept that that won’t happen in your
life,” she continues. “So, here I am at 63
coming to the realisation that I will never

after Anne arrived in Townsville, that
continues to shape her life.
“The teacher talked about the curse
of Ham, meaning that all black people
were cursed to forever be slaves to
white people and she was looking at me
when she said this and, of course, all of
the other kids also turned around and
looked at me,” Anne says.
“If I could have asked God to open
up the ground and swallow me I would
have, and that just scarred me so much.
“I came out crying because I couldn’t
understand why people didn’t like us
and I thought ‘what did I do to make
people hate me so much?’ But there is no
rhyme or reason or logic to racism.

with my Aboriginality because I couldn’t
go and turn myself white, I was in this
skin and there was nothing I could do to
change and I thought, ‘this is wrong’.”
And it was in this moment Anne
turned to the Bible and started to look
at it differently. Positively. Suddenly, the
Bible seemed to speak to her, not scorn
her.
“I started looking at the Bible through
my cultural lens, and mum would tell us
about our ancestors, and meaning and
worth,” Anne recalls.
“That’s what mum said to us, ‘we are
a very spiritual people and we observe
God’s teaching through our law’.
“She said ‘we are old, with ancient

Continued P10
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knowledge and these (non-Indigenous)
people have only been here 200 years’.
“She said ‘your culture is everything’
and the more people told me I was less
than them, the more determined I was to
prove them wrong, and there was a real
fire in my belly to do that.”
Much of what Anne’s mother said to
her has formed a strong foundational
basis for her theology, something she
touched on during her Northey Lecture
and which she explores in depth in a
book she is writing.
“At the heart of that is the construction
of a truly Aboriginal theology, born
from this land, built in the context of
our cultural understanding, identity and
relationship with the creator that goes
back 60,000 years,” she says.
“Building on that is a theological
understanding of
how Christology
has been formed
through our
experiences with
the church, both
negative and
positive.
“I’m encouraging my people to create
a theology of their own that can be
shared with Christians around how God
the creator fits into our life and how he is
seen in the midst of our suffering, while
also being the source of our liberation.
“You know, we all worship the same
creator, it is just expressed in different
cultural ways and understandings, but
we’re all praying to the one God and that
is what should unite us.”
Anne’s Sunday school teacher wasn’t
the only one to have a marked impact on
her life. About a dozen years later, when
Anne was in her final year of school,
her favourite teacher asked the class to
individually stand up and say what they
wanted to do when they left school.
Anne takes up the story: “In my last
year of high school, I was in the top five
students academically, and I absolutely
adored my teacher,” Anne says.
“I can remember on the last day of
school she asked the class to explain
individually what they saw themselves
doing in the future. So she went around
the class and, once again, I’m the only
Aboriginal kid there and I said to her, ‘I

want to go to university’ and she laughed.
“I was so dumbfounded and I looked
at her with such hurt because she was
mocking me and I didn’t know why. She
came over and said ‘Anne, you know
Aboriginal people don’t go to university,
you should work out something you
might be able to do with your hands, you
work better with your hands’.
“That comment really scarred me and I
thought, ‘I will show you’.”
And show her she did, as Anne went on
to do great things in tertiary education
and, afterwards, was able to send a
pointed message in person to that
teacher who had doubted her so much.
“Well, it took me a few years, but
in 1995 I became the first Indigenous
person to earn a PhD from the University
of Sydney,” she says.

that the Church recognises and
promotes a Day Of Mourning on the
Sunday before each Australia Day, but
she says this isn’t enough.
“This debate has raged for a long
time now,” she says. “January 26
is problematic because what is
being celebrated is the genocide,
dispossession, oppression and
disenfranchisement of First Nations
people.
“We need to challenge government
about changing the ideology and
content around why we celebrate,
because what is being celebrated now
is everything that First Nations people
oppose.
“This is an opportunity for our church
to stand up and be a vocal reference
point on this topic and to provide the
leadership that this
country so desperately
needs to drive change.
“There are black
leaders like myself and
others who are a part of
the Uniting Church and
the Church should be
backing us every step of the way to bring
about that change.
“That means bringing their resources,
influence, power and authority to this
conversation.
“If they did that I think they would
be surprised about how many young
people they would suddenly get sitting
in their pews, because it’s the younger
generation that wants to see this change.
“The Church just needs to tap into
where the community is at on this issue.
“The power the Church has to
transform this nation is incredible and I
don’t know whether they realise how to
utilise it to create a country that is truly
inclusive.”
“And God has given the Church the
Biblical mandate to go and create
this world, so what are we doing with
that authority He has given us, why
are we not leading and driving this
transformation?
“I love my church and I live in hope
that it can rise up and be the leader I
know it can be. It has to start believing in
its brand again, because it’s a powerful
one.”

we all worship the same creator,
“
it is just expressed in different cultural ways and
understandings-and that is what should unite us.
”
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“After I had received my PhD I tracked
that teacher down in Townsville and I
went and knocked on her door and said,
‘I’m Anne Pattel, do you remember me, I
was in your class?’.
“And my old teacher said, ‘what brings
you to my door Anne?’ and I said ‘do
you remember the last day of school
when you told me that us black people
were better off working with our hands
because we don’t go to university?’, and
her face just went red and I said, ‘yeah,
well guess what, here is my PhD and I
just want to show you that I have proved
you wrong’.”
Anne is a person who continues to
challenge accepted thinking if she
perceives injustice or discrimination. She
believes strongly that society can only
improve if it embraces all of its citizens
and treats them equally.
On this score, she says there is one
glaring challenge Australia must confront
and come to an all-inclusive resolution:
Australia Day.
And Anne believes this is an issue that
The Uniting Church could - and should take an active role in. She acknowledges

in Parkville contains a
treasure trove of rare books.
Image: Carl Rainer

Home is where the art is
By Donald Moss

When a two-bedroom
property at Sulphur
Creek in Tasmania went
on the market recently,
keen buyers would have
noticed an interesting
feature in its kitchen.
In a nod to its history
as the former Sulphur
Creek UC, owner
Suzanne Koblenz
had created a mosaic
featuring the Uniting
Church logo on the kitchen sink
splashback.
Suzanne bought the property in 2007
and said the idea for the splashback
occurred to her as an obvious way to
pay tribute to its rich history as a former
church.
And she didn’t stop there either,
putting her artistic talents to good
use again to create a similar mosaic
incorporating the house number at the
front of the property.
The building can trace its history
back to 1890, when it began life as the
Primitive Methodist Church in January

before
that year. “It was established here
because apparently there were quite a
few law-abiding and God-fearing people
at the time who didn’t want a proposed
racetrack to be established on the site,”
Suzanne says.
“I’m not sure whether they built
the church here or acquired one and
plonked it here, but it certainly meant it
halted any chance of the site being used
as a racetrack.”
The property was sold on March 1 and
Suzanne will now split her time between

Hobart, Melbourne and Perth.
While sad to say goodbye,
she is proud of the work
she and her partner put into
making it such a warm and
comfortable home.
“We lavished a lot of love and
attention on the property and
it was our way of honouring its
history as a church,” Suzanne
says.
“It holds an important place in
the community of Sulphur Creek
and I have had people come up to
me and say, ‘oh we were married
here’ or ‘we made our communion
here’.
“It was certainly an important
community hub.”
Harcourts Penguin consultant Jodi
Tunn oversaw the sale and had her own
special connection with the property.
“I went to Sunday School here when
it was a church, so there is some real
history here for me as well,” she said.
As for the unusual splashback, Jodi
said it attracted plenty of comment from
potential buyers.
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Mission funds
resist global trend
The Synod budget for Grants Programs
for 2022 is about the same as last year,
which should come as a nice surprise,
given the effects the pandemic has had
on global investment markets.
What may also surprise is that Mission
and Service Giving is also holding steady,
and is again expected to represent 11 per
cent of the total Mission Income across
our Synod, or just over $2.6million.
Of the $10.2million in grants for this
year, 39 per cent will be funded from
Trusts and Bequests, 23 per cent from
Property Sale Proceed sharing and 14
per cent from Synod-Specific Purpose
funds.

This still means that about 15 per cent
of grants are being funded from Synod
general reserves this year. The Money
For Mission Fund is expected to start
contributing significantly toward the
wider missional work of the church this
year, over and above the direct returns
to those congregations and presbyteries
who have invested in the Fund since its
launch just over a year ago.
Grant approvals, across the various
types, this year include:
 
$2.5m to support congregational
missional programs
 
about $2m to support Uniting
missional programs

2022 APPROVED GRANTS
$10.18m

2.36m

$

$4.84m
Grants from trusts

GRANTS FROM

PROPERTY
SALE
PROCEEDS

and bequests

$1.4m
GRANTS FROM SYNOD
GENERAL FUNDS

$1.58m
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Grants from
SPECIFIC PURPOSE

funds

 
About $1m through eLM to support
students
 
$120,000 to assist with providing
better disability access to church
buildings and halls.
Comparing last year’s budget with
this year’s, please note:
 
Grants from Trusts & Bequests is
$4.84m, up from $4.55m last year
 
Grants from Synod general reserves
is $1.58m, down from $2.02m
 
Grants from Synod-Specific Purpose
funds is $1.4m, up from $1.2m
 
Grants from property sales is $2.36m,
down from $2.43m

GRANTS FROM TRUSTS & BEQUESTS
30% Uniting Missional Programs		
25% Congregational Missional Programs
16% eLM Trust Distributions		
29% All other Distributions

GRANTS FROM PROPERTY SALE PROCEEDS
56% Congregational Missional Programs
39% Congress Grant		
5% Uniting Missional Programs		
		

GRANTS FROM SYNOD GENERAL FUNDS
32% Assembly Grant 		
22% Redress, Child Safe 		
20%	Presb. Admin. Resource
Innovation Project (PARIP Grants)
12% Congregational Missional Programs
10% Presbytery Block Grants
2% Ecumenical Grants
2% Small Rural Grants

GRANTS FROM SPECIFIC PURPOSE FUNDS
46%
38%
9%
4%
4%

Uniting Missional Programs
Equipping Leadership for Mission (eLM)
Disability Grants			
Pastoral Assistance			
Debt Relief Grants

Leave a lasting
legacy.
Planning an estate is a personal process and
a time to reflect on what matters most. If you
are considering including Uniting in your Will,
we would love to hear from you.
Call us
03 9051 4743
Visit
unitingvictas.org.au/gift-in-will

Uniting is the community services organisation
of the Uniting Church in Victoria and Tasmania.

Care and support
tailored just for you
with Uniting AgeWell
Help at home
Get assistance with personal and clinical care,
household chores, assistive technology and
transport

Community support and wellbeing
Remain connected with social groups, outings,
and carer services

Independent living
Maintain an independent lifestyle in one of
our vibrant retirement living communities

Specialist 24/7 care and support, including
dementia and palliative care and respite
stays, within safe and caring communities

Living well with choice
and peace of mind

With services across Victoria and Tasmania,
Uniting AgeWell's expert team can help you find the
right services to meet your needs. Call us today!

4752 Crosslight

Residential care

1300 783 435
unitingagewell.org
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Deador

alive
When a doctor pronounces us dead, are we really dead? Or is part of us still alive?
If so, is that our soul, or spirit? Or are they the same thing? So many questions.
Read on and you may find some answers.
By Stephen Acott

In 1999, as Mary Neale was kayaking
down a river in North America, she came
upon a waterfall. She knew it wasn’t
too steep so she went down without a
second thought.
And then something tragic happened.
Or so it seemed.
When the nose on Mary’s kayak hit
the rocks at the bottom, it became
wedged, pinning Mary about 3m
underwater. Worse, the force knocked
her unconscious.
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Fortunately, the group she was
kayaking with saw what happened and
immediately rushed to retrieve her. But
it took them about 15 minutes to get her
out of the kayak and on to land. All that
time, Mary remained underwater. Dead.
Or so it seemed.
Mary’s body was purple and bloated,
confirming her lack of oxygen. Needless
to say, she wasn’t breathing. All seemed
lost, but her friends went straight to CPR.
Ten minutes later they were still at

it. Eleven minutes … 12 minutes … at
what point do they acknowledge the
inevitable and stop?
Thirteen minutes … 14 minutes … 15
minutes …
And then something miraculous
happened.
Or so it seemed.
Mary gasped back to life. She had been
brought back from the dead.
Or had she?
That is, at what point are you “dead”?

?
Is it when you stop breathing? Well,
science says no. Science says it is when
you reach a loss of cellular life - in
other words, when your brain stops
functioning. But we’ll going into more
detail on that in a minute.
First we should acknowledge the
miracle of Mary’s life-after-death
episode. How do you explain that?
“I had been without oxygen for 30
minutes,” Mary says. “The statistical
likelihood of my survival should have

been zero. It took a number of hours, but
my friends got me to the hospital. My
husband was told I probably wouldn’t
survive the night, but I did.
“Statistically, I had zero chance of
surviving with zero brain damage, but I
never had any brain damage. I made a
complete recovery.”
Mary’s experience is the centrepiece
of the first of episode of Surviving Death,
a six-part series available on Netflix that
has divided audiences - religious and

secular. And one of he reasons there
are dissenters is for what 'the' program
doesn’t do and doesn’t say. Mary’s tale
isn’t a miracle. It’s unusual, yes, she’s
lucky to be alive, but there isn’t a doctor
well versed in underwater medicine who
would raise an eyebrow.
Dr Chris Vernon is a former president
of the South Pacific Underwater
Medicine Society and one of those
doctors with eyebrows unraised.
“If the water is cold enough, people

Continued P16
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can survive for 40 minutes completely
submerged,” he says.
“Mary would have received a sudden
rush of cold water through her nose
and mouth which would have instantly
cooled her brain. That’s what saved her.
I’m not surprised to learn she survived
and that should not have been portrayed
in the show as some sort of miracle. It
wasn’t.”
OK, but that’s only half of Mary’s
testimony - and the other half is
impossible to debunk. It’s impossible
to prove, but equally impossible to
disprove.
So let’s go back to the moment Mary
became stuck at the bottom of that
waterfall. What did she experience once
her heart stopped beating?
“My torso was plastered to the front
of the kayak,” she says. “I could feel my
bones breaking. I thought, ‘I should be
screaming’, but I wasn’t.
“I felt no pain, no fear, no panic. I felt
more alive than I’ve ever felt. I could feel
my spirit peeling away from my body
and my spirit was then released up into
the heavens.
“I was immediately greeted by a
group of ‘somethings’ - I don’t know
what to call them. They were spirits. I
didn’t recognise any of them, but they
had been important in my life story,
like a grandparent who had died before
I was born. They were so overjoyed
to welcome me in love. These beings
take me down this pathway, which was
covered with hundreds of thousands
of flowers. It was exploding with every
colour of the universe.
“There was an absolute shift in time
and dimension. Every second expanded
into all of eternity. The pathway went to
this great dome structure. I believe I was
in heaven, or whatever you call it. I had
an overwhelming sense of being home.
“At the same time, I could look back
at the river, where my body was still
submerged underwater. I did not want
to go back down to my body. I had a very
physical sensation of being held and
comforted and everything was fine, but
the beings told me it wasn’t my time,
that I had more work to do on earth and I
had to go back to my body.”
There is a lot to unpack there. Mary
16

talks about a spirit being released,
being greeted by ‘somethings’, being
welcomed in love, a shift in time, a dome
structure and looking down on her body.
And all of this in just half an hour.
“People in science think you
can’t possibly believe in anything
supernatural,” Mary says. “When I
went to medical school I would have
defined death as ‘death’ - meaning
physical death - but what happened
to me changed my definition of death

John Flett, Pilgrim Theological
College’s co-ordinator of studies –
Missiology and Intercultural Theology,
says he does not believe there is a hell.
Image: Carl Rainer

I felt no pain, no fear, no panic. I felt more alive
“than
I’ve ever felt. I could feel my spirit peeling
away from my body.
”
Mary Neale

significantly. I don’t believe we know
everything.”
Death gets a bad rap in western
culture. It’s inevitable, we know it’s
coming, we just hope it’s not coming
tomorrow - unless you are in horrific
pain, physical or mental. But, by and
large, death is not something we tend to
dwell on.
A Jewish proverb cautions us: “If
you start thinking of death, you are no
longer sure of life.” Even the Bible tends
to quickly switch the narrative from
death to life or, rather, encourages us not
to see death as an end, but rather the
beginning of life eternal.
“For God so loved the world that he
gave his only son, that whoever believes
in him should not perish, but have
eternal life.”
That of course is John 3:16. But then
there is Ezekiel 18:32 - “For I have no
pleasure in the death of anyone, declares
the Lord God, so turn and live.”
Turn and live. That is a strong,
empowering, uplifting command.
John Flett is co-ordinator of studies
– Missiology and Intercultural Theology
- at Pilgrim Theological College. He has
studied religion formally for 17 years
and been a visiting professor in India,
Romania and the DRC and also taught
in Germany, South Korea and the US.
That background has gifted John a
perspective on life, death and everything
Continued P18
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in between that isn’t confined to
standard western teaching and thinking.
But it doesn’t mean John has all the
answers. In fact, straight answers aren’t
his schtick. Ask him a question and he’ll
answer it eventually, but not before
several tangents are thrown in and
negotiated.
John has a lot of theories - all of them
well considered and many of them
thought-provoking - but even some
topics leave him stumped. Well, one at
least: death.
When asked what happens when
someone dies, John, who has
conducted countless funerals, replies
simply: “I have no idea.”
But he does have some thoughts.
Interestingly, he points out there
are multiple Christian views on the
subject.
“For example, one of the key
tenets of the Christian faith is
resurrection,” he begins. “So what is
resurrection? A number of people will
say that’s just a metaphor, so it’s a way
of speaking about how you live your life
now, rather than what happens in some
sort of afterlife.”
This seems to marry with Ezekiel
18:32.
“In Christian theology, death is
related to this notion of sin and sin has
something to do with the breaking of a
relationship with God and the breaking
of that relationship means the loss of
life. Therefore, one of the questions that
death promotes is ‘what is life?’. What
does it mean to be alive? To be living?”
There’s one of those thoughtprovoking questions.
“But what happens if sin never
happened and, therefore, death never
happened?,” John continues. “How
many people would be alive and walking
around now? So one of the parts of that
is death is an essential part of life.”
OK, but what about Mary’s testimony.
Let’s go back to the unpacking. First
question is obvious: Does John believe
Mary?
“I believe she believes it,” he says. “I
don’t think she’s making it up.”
Yes, but do you believe what she is
saying is what happens?
“I don’t know.”
18

OK, what about some of the other
things, such as the dome structure and
being taken down a pathway covered
with flowers. Is that heaven? If so, do you
believe in heaven?
“Another way of thinking about death
is each person has a notion of a soul,
something that’s eternal,” John begins.
“In my opinion,
that’s just paganism,
it’s not related to
Christianity. You don’t
find any discussion
of a soul within the
biblical text. It’s a
legacy of Greek ways
of thinking about ‘what is eternity?’. But
some people believe you have a soul
and that soul is eternal and when you
die that soul goes somewhere. Either
to heaven, where you run amongst the
flowers, or hell, where you get burnt
alive.
“Believing in such a thing as a hell,
where a God who is supposed to be
loving now subjects you to eternal
torment, is not a position I would hold.”

Lauren Mosso is the senior chaplain/
pastoral care coordinator at Richmond’s
Epworth Hospital. Lauren has been in
the job for six years, a job which means
she deals with death daily.
Lauren says Surviving Death reiterated
her belief that death is not something to
fear. When asked what happens when we

end up there regardless of what we've
done, because God's love is bigger than
ours.
"Some Christians believe you need
to accept Christ into your life to get to
heaven, but the Uniting Church is a
broad church. So we will have some
on that end of the spectrum and I'm
probably sitting on
the other end of the
spectrum with a more
open view about that.
I believe there are
many paths to the one
God. That's what grace
means to me.”
Lauren says she has never seen
someone die and be brought back to life,
but has had an “after death" experience.
“One of my friends from high school - I
went to high school in New Jersey - died
at age 40,” she says. “And I was here
in Australia looking in the mirror and I
had this feeling that she was with me,
letting me know she was OK. She was
at peace. It was unexpected and totally
out of the blue. I couldn’t see her, it was

we all end up (in heaven) regardless of
“I believe
what we've done, because God's love
is bigger than ours.
”
Lauren Mosso

die, Lauren has an answer: “We return to
the source of love that we came from.”
Is that what some people call heaven?
“Heaven has been set up as the
opposite of hell, and I don't believe in
hell,” Lauren says.
“Heaven has almost become a prize
or a reward for good people rather
than everybody. I have a very generous
understanding of God's love, that it
encompasses everyone. I believe we all
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just a feeling. "I've heard more than one
person talk about experiencing loved
ones present in the room. It might be
that they're now unconscious, but their
family members say ‘this is what he’s
been talking about’.
“I believe you can feel the presence of
someone in the room.”
Near-death experiences are not new
and have long been documented.
Elisabeth Kubler-Ross, author of the
groundbreaking book On Death and
Dying, which was first published in 1969,
said she had interviewed thousands
of patients who had near-death
experiences after she had a similar
experience.
“Death is just a different form of
living,” she said. “It's a new birth,
a new beginning.”
And these experiences are more
common than you might think. One
study found about 10-20 per cent of
people whose hearts stopped would
report a near-death experience.
In order to discuss near-death
experiences, it is important to
define death. When is someone
unequivocally dead as a Dodo?
Chris echoes the “cellular death”
definition. He says when the heart stops,
the brain remains active for a short
period. Interestingly, the opposite is also
true. These seconds - and they are only
seconds - are crucial when discussing
near-death occurrences. It is in this
moment that people seem to have these
paranormal experiences. And this is
where time - or our perception of time is vital.
This is something John is keen to
explore.
“Time is not this lineal concept,” he
says. “You are always interpreting time.
For example, if you’re sitting in a meeting
and it’s dead boring and you keep
looking at your watch, time seems to
move very slowly. It’s just dragging on.
“I like rugby and I hate the last two
minutes in a close game if you’re in the
lead because that two minutes seems
to never end. So time is a thing that you
experience and think about.
“I also remember falling out of bed
as a child. I had a dream and I dreamt

that I was falling, eternally falling - hours
and hours of falling - and then I hit the
ground and woke up. So the dream was
me telling myself I’m falling out of bed.
Now to fall out of bed takes a quarter of
a second, but in that quarter of a second
my brain was able to hyper process
that I’m falling and puts it in the form
of a dream and that quarter of a second
is hours in my dream. But that wasn’t
a near-death experience - it was a kid
falling out of bed experience.
“Another example is driving on black
ice and sometimes when you hit the
brakes you start gliding and you know
you’re going to hit something but the
adrenaline kicks in and everything slows
down. These are mundane experiences
that happen to people every day.”

I've heard more than one person talk about
“experiencing
loved ones present in the room.
I believe you can feel their presence.
”
Lauren Mosso

We are told that just before you die,
your life flashes before your eyes. If true,
it is another example of time bending
to our unconscious will. That is, what
seems like a personal movie reel lasting
minutes is in fact something that lasts
only seconds, milli-seconds even. It
would appear the brain is radiantly alive
in this moment. It is certainly not dead.
In fact, it would seem it was never more
active.
Mary spoke of this “shift in time and
dimension” as she journeyed to that
dome accompanied by loving spirits and
looked down upon her mortal body.
“Time is a fascinating concept,” John
says. “Brain science says when you get
older you experience time more slowly
than when you were younger. One of the
theories is that as you get older and you
learn more your brain ends up creating
more pathways.
“Think of a baby. It has not had any
experiences so the distance between
two points is a straight line, but as your
experiences occur your brain starts to
navigate them so the electrical currents
Continued P22
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Lauren Mosso is the senior chaplain/
pastoral care coordinator at
Richmond’s Epworth Hospital.
Image: Carl Rainer
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through your brain take longer. It might
be one billionth of a millisecond longer
but that causes you to experience time
slower.”
Many people who have “died” and
come back to life speak of having an outof-body experience.
In 2005, a woman called Pam Reynolds
was undergoing major surgery and
“flatlined”, which her neurosurgeon,
Dr Robert Spetzler, explained to her
meant her heart and brain had stopped
functioning. But Pam “came back” and
the flat line on the hospital monitor
suddenly burst back into action.
Pam made a full recovery and, upon
regaining consciousness, started talking
about what she had experienced when
the monitor flatlined. This caught
Robert’s attention. How could Pam have
“experienced” anything other than a
deep, anaesthetic-induced sleep?
But Pam was able
to detail extensively
what happened during
her surgery; who was
in the room, what
instruments they used,
etc, etc. Robert was
astonished.
“Pam’s eyes were
taped shut and she was wearing
moulded ear pieces, yet when she was
revived she could recount in great detail
what happened to her during surgery things only someone in the room could
have seen,” Robert says.
"Her ability to describe what went
on during surgery is inconceivable,
considering the state she was in. Pam
was clinically dead.”
Dr Peter Fenwick, Neuropsychiatrist
at the University of Cambridge, has
been studying near-death experience for
about 40 years. He says Pam’s experience
is supported by thousands of similar
testimonies and challenges science’s
fixed position that when the brain stops
functioning consciousness also shuts
down.
“Materialistic science says (life is) all
brain,” he says. “So when the brain stops
functioning you can’t be conscious, but
during these near-death experiences
you get these very wide expansions of

consciousness, even when the brain
has ceased to function. So it can’t be all
brain.”
Chris, whose day job for the past 40
years was an anaesthetist, says he never
witnessed anyone speaking of a neardeath experience when resuscitated after
“flatlining”. However, one of his close
friends and colleagues told him he had
such an experience.
Chris, who is a staunch pragmatist,
particularly when it comes to medicine
and scientific “fact”, says his friend’s
story gave him cause to reconsider his
definition of death.
“We are both Port Adelaide
supporters, so when he was telling me
this, I asked him if he now supported the
Crows. He looked at me strangely and
said ‘no, why do you ask?’ And I told him
if he now supported the Crows I knew he
had become delusional.”

it’s occurring because you are trying
to escape from something you can’t
and your body does a whole range of
clever things to try and escape from it. I
don’t believe in any of this paranormal
experience, but I believe very strongly
in the power of trauma and the mind
to create a whole range of different
experiences.”
Death is often regarded as the
Last Word. The Last Stop. Once you
go through that door, your life and
everything associated with it, ceases to
be. That is not the Christian position,
however. In fact no religion holds that
position to be true. Religion is at pains to
proclaim death is the end of chapter one,
not the end of the book.
Again, go back to John 3:16. Eternal
life.
In 1910, Henry Scott-Holland, a
London priest, gave a sermon titled
Death The King Of
Terrors and part of it has
been turned into a poem
and recited at funerals
ever since.
“Death is nothing at
all, it does not count,”
Scott-Holland said. “All
is well, nothing is hurt,
nothing is lost. One brief moment and
all will be as it was before. How we shall
laugh at the trouble of parting when we
meet again.”
As John says: “The most important
thing is life, not death. We are all going to
die. Death is not something we need to
worry about.”
As foolhardy as it is to distill religious
philosophy into a sentence or two, it
is pertinent to consider non-Christian
perspectives when it comes to death.
Sogyal Rinpoche, author of The
Tibetan Book of Living and Dying, says
“perhaps the deepest reason why we
are afraid of death is because we do not
know who we are”.
“When a person does not know what
they stand for and their purpose, they
may be afraid to die because it means
the end of their time to figure out these
states of being,” he says. “If you have a
deeper understanding of yourself and
your purpose in this world, you can greet

ability to describe what went on during
“(Pam’s)
surgery is inconceivable considering she
was clinically dead.
”
Neurosurgeon Dr Robert Spetzler

John does not place any significance
on the out-of-body experiences
highlighted in Surviving Death. He
says it certainly gives no credence
to any suggestion of people floating
heavenwards only to be turned around.
John, who experienced significant
trauma as a child, says he has had
several PTSD-induced out-of-body
experiences during his younger years.
“They are saying this person was
brain dead and they had this near-death
experience but, as a kid who experienced
trauma, I distinctly remember leaving my
body and looking down upon myself,”
he says.
“PTSD means you get locked into a
prematurely limited time, you never get
away from the events you experienced.
You are always looping them over it and
over again, re-experiencing them, and
they change your perception of where
you stand and how you are to be and act.
“In my experience, you know why

Continued P24
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You can make
an ongoing
difference.
By giving a monthly gift of just $20
a month, you can make a big difference
to a family in crisis.
When becoming a regular supporter, you
can support a program of your choice, helping
individuals, families and communities across
Victoria and Tasmania. Register today to
become a regular supporter.
Call us
1800 668 426
Visit
unitingvictas.org.au/regular-giving
Uniting is the community services organisation
of the Uniting Church in Victoria and Tasmania.

in Parkville contains a
treasure trove of rare
books.
Image: Carl Rainer
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death as the path to something more.”
Elsewhere, Sogyal writes that “death is
a mirror in which the entire meaning of
life is reflected”.
“Because of this sentiment, Buddhists
spend their lives working to understand
who they are and what is important
about life and death personally and in
general,” he says.
John says there are parallels in
Christian theology and also uses the
mirror analogy. Life informs death, and
vice versa.
“We are taught that death is a mirror
upon your life,” he says. “You don’t know
what your life is until it’s complete and
you look back. When we are talking
about death we are talking about the
orientation of life.
“This notion of a soul is that it’s eternal
- it was there before you existed and it
will be there afterwards. But how is it
impacted by life events? Life is this rich,
complex thing and we’re always trying to
grapple with what it is. The discussion of
death helps us do that.
“Look at grief - it’s a mind-bogglingly
difficult thing for people to deal with.
Some people can’t process it and it never
disappears. When we get to death, we
are trying to order life. I have done many
funerals where the father has died and it
is obvious he has not been a nice person
and his family are there just to see him
off to hell. That he will now pay for the
sins that went unpunished in his life.
“At Sunday School, we are taught
hope. That when we die we hope
something good is going to happen. But
what are we hoping for? Where do you
see value lie? And it is precisely these
questions that are orientating you now.”
Islamic faith closely mirrors
Christianity’s position on death and the
existence of an after-life. In a nutshell,
when someone of Islamic faith dies
they will eventually be raised from their
graves and brought before Allah. If they
have been good they go to Jannah
(Paradise), the rest got to Jahannam
(Hell).
Hindus, of course, share with
Buddhists a staunch conviction in
reincarnation. Not so much an afterlife,
as another life. Hindu monk Swami
24

Vivekananda says “man will find that
he never really dies”. “His soul persists
beyond death; he will have no more fear
of death,” he says.
“Man must conquer this illusion and
know that the dead are here beside us
and with us, as much as ever. It is their
absence and separation that are a myth.”
Swami raises two topics worth
exploring in more detail: the concept of
soul and the concept of spirits. Are they
one and the same?
Surviving Death devotes two episodes
to Mediums, one to “seeing dead people
(ghosts) and one to reincarnation.
Lauren says she has never visited
a medium, but might be open to it.
She says her views on the subject
“expanded” as she watched the
program.
“What I was mainly
thinking about is ‘are
the mediums picking up
something from the other
world?,” she says. “Or are
they picking up the deep
consciousness of the
people who are present,
who hold these memories
of cherished ones in their hearts?’ Either
way, it's a mystery.
“I guess the skeptic in me wonders
if they picking up information through
pastoral care-type conversations they've
had with people before they came. We
glean all kinds of information when
we're listening deeply to another person.
“I work in this area of spirituality and
listening to people's spirit and what gives
them hope and what animates them and
so the program perhaps has broadened
my understanding of spirituality.
“Certainly with the mediums, that was
fascinating. It's not my thing, but it's a
thing. It's helpful to our sense of respect
for others to broaden our experience and
understanding by exposure.
“As for reincarnation, before that
show, I would've thought ‘no, we only
get one chance’, but the show was very
persuasive. As a Christian, I believe we're
each unique and precious, so how could
somebody else reappear in this way?
Their life is supposed to be finished and
they've sort of taken over this person. It

doesn’t make sense. Also, it's possible
that it was contrived. It's possible
they picked up all this information on
the internet. It was very interesting persuasive, but not decisive.”
John says soul and spirit are two
separate entities. Well, actually, that’s
not true. He says there is only one entity:
spirit. There is no such thing as a soul.
He acknowledges that certain
translations of the Bible use the word
“soul” a lot, but, as stated earlier, puts
this down to other ideas being projected
on to the text. In fact, he says everything
in the Bible speaks against soul.
“The whole of the biblical text is about
embodiment, not disembodiment,”
he says. “And it’s about incarnation,
taking on flesh. What happens with this
philosophical way of framing ‘soul’ is

wherever. And that means we allow
pain and injustice and suffering and
simply move on, unless it affects us
personally and then it suddenly becomes
important.
“But that’s not the biblical message.
The biblical message is somehow God
became human and died horrifically
and the power of God lies there, in that
weakness, in that history.”
Spirit, John says, is something
altogether different. And it’s something
we share with other cultures - First
Peoples, for example, although First
Peoples take the concept of spirit to
another level.
“Western Christianity is very good
at creating a major division between
Creation and God,” he says. “So you have
earth, which is material matter, and this
spiritual being,
which is God.
To Indigenous
peoples there is
this middle range
of spirits that
includes ancestors
and the ancestors
have died, but
they stay there in the spirit realm and
continue to direct the community.
“So, if you asked them ‘is there life
after death?’ they would look at you and
say ‘are you an idiot? Of course there is.
Look, here’s my ancestor walking right
beside me’. They are dumbfounded that
the West is so materialistic and flat that
they say what you can see and touch is
the only reality. So they look at us and
think we’ve impoverished ourselves
because we think we have nothing
except when we die.”
John acknowledges there is a “force”
that can’t be seen, but can be keenly felt.
He’s felt it himself and, once he felt it and
listened to it, his life was never the same.
The force he speaks of is what we label a
“Calling”.
“I am an ordained minister and I have
a Calling,” he says. “To use some of this
horrible abstract language, there is some
‘force’ that has said to you ‘this is the
direction your life should go and for that
you will be paid less than a plumber, you
will do 40 years of theological education

must know that the dead are here beside
“us Man
and with us. It is their absence and separation
that are a myth.
”
Swami Vivekananda, Hindu monk

that you have this God who is external,
silent, doesn’t move - is a massive
monad and doesn’t care about our ‘little
ant lives’.
“So when you talk about soul you are
buying into this thinking that one day
I’m going to die and my soul is going
to disappear. So your history has no
meaning and your body has no meaning
and you destroy your own life.
“Nothing about you is important,
except this funny little kernel that
belongs to something that doesn’t move.
And that’s the thing that’s going to get
extracted and go wherever. I just don’t
believe in that. And part of the reason is,
central to the biblical narrative is the fact
that God became a human being and
had a history and part of that history was
this horrific death. And another is that
this is the truth about humanity.
“Think about Ukraine and the
bombing of these child cancer hospitals
- if I believe in soul, none of that matters
because those children are just little
monads that are going to float up into

Continued P26
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for people not to believe a word you are
saying’. The only reason I would take up
this occupation is if I believe there was
a Call.”
When it’s suggested that
differentiating between soul and spirit
could simply be splitting hairs, John
leans forward, pauses, and says very
quietly, but firmly: “No, they are two very
different things.
He then leans back and explains.
The passion in his, er, soul?, causes the
volume in his voice to return to normal.
“The Bible talks about the livingness of
God, of God’s glory. God is a living God.
The Easter resurrection is all about the
livingness of God. So the livingness of
God is about spirit, about breath. About
history. About relationships.
“Soul says I can have a relationship
with God without anyone around
me. But that’s
not theologically
accurate. What I’m
talking about is
spirit and spirit is
contingent upon my
relationship with
you.
“Galatians 3:28
says there is no more Jew or Gentile,
neither slave nor free, there’s no more
male and female and what it is saying
is the community is made up of your
enemy and your enemy is the one that’s
going to bring you God. Now that’s a
hard ask and it’s very different from
a soul. That is saying I have no spirit,
no spiritual life and no access to God
without my enemy.
“Western materialist society loves
the essence thing, it loves the idea that
we can boil something down into its
essence and once we have its essence it’s
captured. We know exactly what it is. But
what happens if we can’t capture it? The
Bible talks about the spirit of God and
that’s not something you can capture.”
John says spirit is something unseen
but alive. It’s within you right now as you
are reading this. And, where the concept
of soul says that entity remains within
you, your spirit is within and without
you. It is something you pass on to
everyone you meet - whether you and

they like it or not. That’s what keeps it
alive - and that’s what keeps us “alive”
after we have “died”.
“I have children, I have a wife, I have
relationships,” John says. “Those
relationships means my spirit is within
them, and theirs within me. This
conversation means I’m part of you,
whether you like it or not. Putin’s part
of me because I have been reading up
on what’s happening in Ukraine. We
have these massive, inter-connected
relationships and some of them remain
after we die.”
History is important to John. Ask him
a question and he will invariably tangent
into history and sometimes won’t realign
himself with the question. He’ll even
do it if he asks himself a question. For
example, he asks, unprompted: Is God in
charge of time?

several things about death and our
relationship with it - a relationship we
mostly don’t acknowledge until death
is staring us in the face. But once we do
acknowledge our mortality, indeed once
we accept and make peace with it, our
life is enriched. And that also can be true
for those who are with us when we die.
Equally, death sometimes ends any
hope of reconciliation, leaving those left
behind with a hole in their life.
“We are told hearing is the last sense
to go, so we encourage family and
friends to touch the dying person and
talk to them as if they were listening,”
Lauren says. “It’s having that sense that
they're still able to experience life right
up until the last breath.
"One thing we've found is ruptured
relationships are still troubling at the
time of death and it seems like there's
a message in that for
us about how we live.
The living still have this
unresolved conflict after
the person dies and no
one to resolve it with. It’s
quite sad.
“What we find with
pastoral care is if people
can come to accept death is happening,
it's much easier for them. Even if a whole
lot of stuff is unfinished, if they come to
that place of acceptance that they are
dying, then they can just stop worrying
about it and enter into the experience
with their family and the loved ones,
whoever is able to be with them.
“They'll be wrapped up in love and
focus on the presence of love with them
right now and let that love carry them.
They have the privilege of doing that,
but we also see traumatic sudden deaths
where people don't have any time to do
any of that. I'm often meeting the family
when the person has already died and I
haven't met that person. Meeting loved
ones after sudden, traumatic deaths or
drawn out traumatic deaths are difficult.
Those are ones that stay with me and I
need a lot more debriefing.”
Lauren says her faith helps her to carry
on. She has had people tell her ‘how can
you believe in a God that would do that
to someone?’ And in those moments

Meeting loved ones after sudden, traumatic
“
deaths or drawn out traumatic deaths are difficult.
Those are ones that stay with me.
”
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Lauren Mosso

“Well, if the answer is no, what’s the
point of history?”, he answers himself.
“Where does the meaning of all these
lives come to? Your life too has no
meaning. So why is Hitler worse than
me? What’s our basis of judgment? Sin
is a category that applies to us all and it
gets magnified the more bad we are or
more good we are.
“We can go through history. Look at
Donald Trump. I think the guy is pure
evil, but is he worse than me? Is Captain
Cook good or evil? You’ll get a ton of
people saying he’s evil and you’ll get
just as many people saying he should be
celebrated.
“I think life counts. History counts. It
has meaning and it changes people. But
what happens after our life is over? I just
don’t care. The tenet of justice relies on
the notion that God is just, that God is
love. So a loving and just God will make
judgments according to the criteria of
love.”
Lauren says her job has taught her

Lauren Mosso with fellow
pastoral carer Claire Davies.
Image: Carl Rainer
she reminds herself that “God is a God
of love, not a God who causes things to
happen to people”.
“I believe what happens to people is
random, it’s not a test,” she says.
“I believe illness happens for all kinds
of random reasons, it's not visited upon
people for any kind of awful reason. That
doesn’t mean someone who's in this
experience is going to share that belief.
“Just because God doesn't
micromanage, doesn’t mean God
doesn't love us. And it's awful, there’s
nothing that makes this any better. The
idea of you'll go to heaven when you
die doesn’t make it any better in the
moment when you're going through the
suffering.”
Lauren says if witnessing so much
death has taught her anything, it is to
embrace life. Not with a “you’re only
here once” mentality, but to look within
you for what gives your life meaning and
follow that lead.

“Death does not have the last word,”
she says. “We proclaim that at a
Christian funeral and even in leading a
secular funeral, there's something about
being part of the continuum of human
existence.
“The people on Surviving Death
who had died and come back to life
death seemed to have a real spiritual
conversion of some kind,” she says.
“Something seems to have kicked in
about the purpose of being here. They
started to live differently and started not
sweating the small stuff and were more
present to what was happening in the
here and now.
"My experience is, when people are
dying, they don’t say ‘I'm so grateful I
achieved this and this and this. And I
worked so hard.’ They don't say that.
What they say is, ‘I'm so grateful for my
family. I'm so grateful I had these people
in my life and the love we have.’ That's
what's important to them as they're

preparing to die. When I visit somebody
at random, you don't know what they're
going to talk about, but they often tell
you about their life and the high points
and the low points and what they've
experienced and, for them, it’s to make
meaning of their life. What's it been
about? We call this a ‘life review’.”
Indeed. And each of us will answer
that in our own way. There are no right
or wrong answers. But maybe, just
maybe, there is a right and wrong road.
Most of us won’t be afforded a neardeath experience to act as a rehearsal.
We won’t be taken take down a pathway
covered with flowers exploding with
every colour of the universe. We’re going
to have to wing it.
So what should we do? Maybe we
should listen to Ezekiel. Maybe we
should turn away from death and head
toward life. Turn and live.
The last word on death surely should
be “live”.
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mind DOES
matter
The important role spirituality can play in fostering a sense
of wellbeing is being explored in depth at an innovative
centre in Hawthorn
By Andrew Humphries
In a fast-paced modern world where
technology threatens to overwhelm us
and we never seem to have enough time
for anything any more, we are often told
to look after ourselves better.
Get lots of rest, the experts tell us, eat
well but healthily and make use of the
benefits of exercise.
So, that’s the physical side of things
taken care of, but what about the mental
side?
All the rest, healthy eating and exercise
in the world won’t be enough to sustain
us if we’re not looking after ourselves
properly in a mental sense.
It sounds so easy, but exactly how
can we refresh ourselves mentally in
a way that allows us to prosper in the
sometimes chaotic 21st century?
The answer to that question forms
part of the significant work Uniting

Church member Richard Siegersma and
his team are doing at the SWell Centre in
Hawthorn.
Started and supported by Habitat UC,
the SWell Centre aims to help people
achieve a better balance in life by
embracing spirituality and wellbeing.
“At the SWell Centre, we know
wellbeing emerges when you have
a balance of resources to meet
the challenges of daily living,” the
organisation’s website says.
“We will hold care of your soul as
central to the healing and growth of
your spirit, body and mind so love,
empowerment and compassion will
abound.
“You will develop clarity of purpose,
identity and interior freedom as you live
out your calling.” Richard says Habitat’s
investment and strong involvement in
Continued P30
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SWell Centre executive director Richard
Siegersma says research is showing “the
spirituality of human beings is innate and
we all have that capacity to be spiritual”.
Image: Carl Rainer
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the centre has been a driving force in its
success.
“The SWell Centre’s steering
committee have invested an enormous
amount of time and resources to this
important work over many years,”
Richard says.
“The SWell Centre is a vital mission
of Habitat UC members, who have
supported the mission project for over
five years.
“By providing a spiritual home for
those who are seeking to explore
their spirituality and in a place that
holds Christian values as its core, the
centre becomes a safe environment in
which people are accepted, supported
and guided to further their spiritual
journey through workshops, events and
practitioner consultations, leading to
improved wellbeing.”
So, as Uniting Church members, we
certainly know what faith looks like, but

(Swell Centre is) a safe environment in which people
“
are accepted, supported and guided to further their spiritual
journey … leading to improved wellbeing.
”
Richard Siegersma

what about spirituality and its role in our
lives?
After all, it’s a word we hear often, but
what does it actually mean?
Richard, who is SWell’s executive
director, points to the work of prominent
US academic Dr Lisa Miller as a guide to
better understanding spirituality and,
once embraced, the benefits it can bring
to every aspect of our lives.
In her groundbreaking book, The
Spiritual Child, Lisa explores the power
of spirituality and suggests it “is inborn,
fundamental to the human constitution,
and central in our physiology and
psychology”.
“Spirituality is an inner sense of
relationship to a higher power that is
loving and guiding,” Lisa says.
“The word we give to this higher
power might be God, nature, spirit, the
universe, the creator, or other words that
represent a divine presence.
“But the important point is
that spirituality encompasses our
30
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Shani Alexander's (with head
scarf) painting programs provide
people with a chance to express
themselves through colour.
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relationship and dialogue with this
higher presence. Spirituality links brain,
mind and body.”
Like Lisa, Richard argues that
spirituality is innate and needs only to be
explored properly to allow us to unlock
the many benefits it can provide.
It was as a long-time member of St
Michael’s UC in Melbourne, including
nearly a decade as chair of the church
council, that Richard began to explore
the benefits of spirituality.
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“I was a member at St Michael’s for
about 20 years and over that time my
eyes were opened to what I thought was
changing within that environment and
how we needed to modify the message
that we were getting out to the world,”
he says.
“I felt that we were focusing a lot more
on the social dynamic of community,
rather than the spiritual one, and that
the role of the church needed to be
more about nourishing that

spiritual side that everybody has.
“The research is telling us that the
spirituality of human beings is innate
and we all have that capacity to be
spiritual.
“It was at this point that I decided that
we really needed to do something about
promoting the spiritual side of our lives.
“I was then pointed towards the work
being done at the SWell Centre and I
paid them a visit about three years ago
and thought ‘this is wonderful, but we

Continued P35

Spirituality secrets
unlocked
Among the hustle and bustle of
Hawthorn, the SWell Centre sits just off
Burwood Rd as an oasis of calm.
It’s a place, executive director Richard
Siegersma says, where the first steps
are taken on the road to unlocking
spirituality and promoting wellbeing,
hence the capital letters S and W in the
centre’s name.
“It’s about using our practitioners, who
are involved in all aspects of spiritual
life, to give people an opportunity to be
assisted in their lives,” he says.
“So we do things like yoga and
meditation courses, and it’s about
showing people the dimensions of their
life and how they can be nourished.
“It’s showing how the smallest
changes can make the biggest difference
in a person’s life.”
The benefits the SWell Centre can
bring to people through spirituality and
its role in improving wellbeing is being
enhanced through the establishment of
the Centre for Spirituality, Wellbeing and
Health, whose work is heavily influenced
by research being carried out in the US.
“This is a new, not-for-profit centre
we are creating that mirrors much of
the work that is being done in the US,”
Richard says.
“Columbia University has an institute
for spirituality, as do Duke University and
the University of Minnesota.
“Minnesota’s program has been going
for about 25 years and its integration into
the university itself is so extensive that
all undergraduate students are required
to undertake a spirituality course.
“They see that as being part of
their educational development and
that’s what we are looking to do with
the establishment of the Centre for
Spirituality, Wellbeing and Health.
“We are in discussions with the
University of Minnesota - whose courses
are used by major organisations like
Google and Intel, who re having some
wellbeing issues with their staff - and
testing some of their courses to tailor
their content to suit an Australian
environment.”

The Swell Centre is
an oasis of calm.
Image: Carl Rainer
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Numbers add up in
children’s book

If you can teach a child how to add and
subtract, there is no reason they can’t
also be taught the benefits of spirituality,
Richard Siegersma says.
That’s why he has written a book,
Being Down and Getting Up, aimed
at teaching children about wellbeing,
resilience and the role of spirituality in
improving lives.
“It’s as fundamental as this: if you
can teach mathematics, you can teach
spirituality,” Richard says.
“We simply have to learn how to teach
it, and one day I was just sitting down
thinking about this and what came to me
was a theme around ‘care more’, because
if you have that as a philosophy you can
care for yourself as well, and that is a
starting point.
“Once you can care for yourself, you
can care for others.”
Richard says spirituality and its
connection with wellbeing can play a
huge role in setting children on the right
path early in life.
“Being Down and Getting Up, which
is in the final stage of editing, is a book
designed to inspire children to look
beyond themselves and turn on the
spiritual switch we all have inside us to
improve wellbeing for life,” he says.
“Kids have emotional ups and downs
and recognising them and helping to find
ways to recover and cope better should

be instilled early on the journey of life.”
Helping with this, Richard says, are a
number of simple activities that centre
spirituality within a child.
“Looking at the stars, appreciating
the beauty in nature, listening to lovely
music, appreciating and engaging with
art, fostering relationships and having
a quiet time are ways to lift the spirit of
every child and allow them to feel the
energy that can be instilled from the
mystery of the life force,” he says.
“Creating awareness and encouraging
regular application of these simple
activities can enhance the wellbeing of
children and make the world a better
place.
“Being Down and Getting Up is ideal
for people who are keen to nourish the
wellbeing of children and adults alike.”
Melbourne psychologist Bianca Moran
recommends Being Down and Getting
up as a useful tool for parents keen to
improve the wellbeing of their children.
“This is a lovely book that provides
a useful way to incorporate children’s
emotions and explore the five
dimensions of personal health, (which
are) spirituality, emotion, social
connection, physical health and
intellect,” she says.
“Parents can expand on the content
with their own experiences in relation to
managing emotions.”
Profits from the sale of the book will
support the Centre for Spirituality,
Wellbeing and Health.

SWell art therapist Su Mei Tan.
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really need to see how we can expand
and grow this’.
“It’s really interesting that when
you start talking to people about this
you realise that there is a thirst and
hunger out there because people aren’t
getting what they need, which is the
other dimension to our lives, which is
the feeling that we are being valued
internally, which can then be reflected in
the way we live our life.”
Linked strongly with unlocking our
spiritual side, says Richard, are the
obvious benefits that accrue in terms of
our wellbeing when that is achieved.
But what exactly is wellbeing, and how
we do know when we have achieved it?
“Wellbeing is about how we can look
after ourselves to ensure that we can
cope with life,” Richard says.

is about
“howWellbeing
we can look after

ourselves. It’s about
having the coping skills
to be able to live a really
good quality of life.
Richard Siegersma

”

“It’s about having the coping skills
to be able to live a really good quality
of life, and if you (can align that with) a
spiritual dimension to your life, you have
a better quality of life.
“We are in touch a lot with Lisa Miller
and the work that she is doing in this
field and she argues, for example, that
spirituality is often more effective than
drugs in treating depression.
“She suggests that treatment using
drugs has around a 30 per cent efficacy
rate, whereas with spirituality it’s around
60 per cent.
“So what we’re looking for is an
evidence-based approach to giving
people a better quality of life and to be
the best human beings that they can
possibly be.”
In a world blighted by the impact the
emergence of COVID-19 has placed on
Continued P37
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Dance movement
instructor Susan
Robertson.
Image: Carl Rainer

SWell practice manager Stephen Niwa,
with Richard Siegersma.
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our wellbeing, Richard says the value
of spirituality has never been more
important.
“These last two years dealing with
COVID-19 have been terribly testing for
so many of us,” he says.
“We’re all about building community
and the pandemic has meant that we
haven’t been able to do that.
“As human beings we come from
a tribal background, but the last two
years have meant we have
become disengaged from
that, so the question is,
how do we put the things
in place that allow us to
cope better?”
It’s a cliché, but Richard
suggests the damage wrought by the
pandemic has meant we need to stop
and smell the flowers, to take that small
step towards encouraging more “me”
time and the benefits that flow from
that.
“What we do know is that this is
something that is becoming increasingly
difficult to do in our modern world,” he
says.
“(COVID-19 emerged quickly) but other
things have crept up on us more slowly.

“I’ve been listening to a fellow who
talks about the inputs we are subjected
to in our daily life and how we need to
keep managing them.
“He suggests these inputs are
not necessarily all bad, it’s about a
management issue.
“You literally do need to go out and
smell the flowers, or look at the stars,
and it’s those little things that can make
a real difference in your life, but it’s

to their life.” When he reflects on what
the SWell Centre offers, Richard presents
a simple equation that suggests that
when a person has got the spiritual side
of their life in order, wellbeing will follow.
“That is what the research is telling
us, and it’s better to try the spiritual
approach than not, because you’ve lost
nothing by trying,” he says.
“The problem is that we often invest
so little in ourselves and we need to look
at what strategies we have
in our life to keep topping
ourselves up.
“In the Gospels there
was always a core message
within them, which was love
others as you love yourself,
so once you can love yourself it’s easy to
love others.
“A mantra of mine is that we
collaborate on the commodity, and the
commodity in this instance is spirituality
and you can’t add or subtract from it.
“The real point is that (we all have)
an expression of that innate spirituality
inside of us that we can unlock.”
To learn more about the SWell Centre
and how you can become involved,
contact office@SWellcentre.com

‘me’ time) is becoming increasingly
“(Having
difficult to do in our modern world.
”
Richard Siegersma

about building an awareness of that.”
All of us, says Richard, need that
helping hand occasionally.
“You know, the CEO of a major
organisation has the same needs as the
ordinary person on the street,” he says.
“It tends to be pretty easy to solve the
problem of the fellow who doesn’t have
a sandwich for his lunch, but how do we
get the CEO to understand that they, and
their staff, can lead a better quality of life
if they add this other spiritual dimension
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The
Plague

AND THE

Easter faith
How will the pandemic change us? What have we learnt?
By John Evans

I recently read The Plague by Albert
Camus and it became my meditation on
these past two years of COVID-19. I was
forced to think: what we have done well
and not so well and, more particularly,
where has God been during this time?
The Plague is an account of an
epidemic in a French city after WWII.
Given our experience of the pandemic,
the story is hauntingly insightful. It
anticipates the exhaustion of health
workers, the protesters, separation from
family and, of course, widespread illness
and death.
Camus anticipates disease will come
in waves. There will be economic
consequences – though toilet paper
does not get specifically mentioned! As
always, the poor and the weak suffer the
most.
All aspects of our being have been
affected by the pandemic. As the
narrator in the novel says, we need “to
bear witness on behalf of the victims,
to leave a memory of the violence
and injustice, and to say simply what
it is that one learns in the midst of
38

such tribulations”. This chronicler was
sure there was more to admire than
despise, as he recounted his experience.
However, there would be other plagues,
and death again would pervade. So, with
our pandemic, are we prepared to learn
from the “midst of our tribulations”?
How have we coped with pervasive
death? In what ways has our faith,
our spiritual life, our very being, been
affected? In fact, these deeper matters
are a focus of The Plague. Is God still
to be found in a time of contagion? So,
take this observation of Dr Rieux, the
narrator of the story and a self-confessed
unbeliever, to a friend, a campaigner
against the death penalty:
“And this is something that a man like
yourself might understand: since the
order of the world is governed by death,
perhaps it is better for God that we should
not believe and struggle with all our
strength against death, without raising
our eyes to heaven and God’s silence.”
Death was everywhere. As Rieux
suggests, is our response to bypass God
in a plague?

Camus answers: “Yes!”. God is to be
bypassed. True, there can be hard work,
care and compassion – but is there really
a God in a pandemic?
For Camus, a critical part of this
answer comes from what he observes
to be the response of the church to
the disease. So, Fr Paneloux delivers
a powerful sermon to a packed
congregation in the cathedral. He
thunders, “Calamity has befallen you;
you have deserved it!” Taking his cue
from the plagues that Pharoah endured,
he continues: “If the plague affects you
now, this means the time has come to
reflect. The just have no need to fear, but
the unjust should tremble!”
The plague was God’s judgement on
the people of this city. It was the will of
God. That story however, takes a chilling
twist, leading us to ponder: is perhaps
Camus, right after all?
An infected child suffers excruciating
pain in the presence Rieux, Paneloux and
several others. Rieux is appalled. Indeed,
he observes the “child assumed the pose
of a crucified man in that ravaged bed”.

Then following a harrowing cry, the boy
dies. Obviously, an echo of Good Friday –
but without any promise of hope.
As people were leaving, the doctor
"turned around and spat out to the
priest, 'At least that one was innocent,
as you very well know!’” It would seem
the conclusion
was clear: this
judgmental God was
best to be avoided.
Innocents, like
this child, suffer.
Paneloux is unable
to respond and quietly slips out of the
story, and in the end dies of the plague.
So is faith possible in a pandemic?
Why indeed, do innocents suffer?
For Dr Rieux, he just continues
working to fulfil his calling. He works
very hard. He organises teams to care for
the stricken. Death is avoided, people
are made comfortable. Such was to
be admired and not despised. But is
that all we can say? In The Plague, the
doctor’s friend responds to the above
observation about pervasive death: “Yes,

I can understand. Your victories (over
death) will always be temporary, that is
all.”
Camus, the atheist, cuts to a central
issue of the Easter Faith. Camus seems
to be saying death in fact is all there
is. A plague moves that reality to the

offers life, despite all our failings and the
pervasiveness of death. Indeed, rather
than death, the sting of death, are we not
incorporated into the great mystery of
God’s life and presence?
All of this comes through believing in
Christ, and his death and resurrection.
In other words, believing
in the Easter Faith. Christ
dies like that child in The
Plague, however, this time,
there then comes Easter
morn and living hope.
“By God’s great mercy,
we have been given a new birth into a
living hope through the resurrection of
Jesus Christ from the dead, and (this
living hope) is an inheritance that is
imperishable, undefiled and unfading,
kept in heaven for you.” (1 Peter 1:3ff)
Here is the Easter message for our
pandemic weary world! It is different to
Camus’s assessment. All the same, his
book is a way of entering into a reflection
on these past two years, and what Easter
means for you. In this world seemingly
governed by death, there is hope.

Rather than the sting of death,
“
are we not incorporated into the great mystery
of God’s presence?
”
forefront. As a consequence, existence
becomes dominated by dogged
determination to put off death, which
we know from our pandemic, is unjust
and tragic. At best, we can only have
“temporary victories”. As Rieux says:
“The world is governed by death.”
However, surely the Easter Faith
provides an alternative?
Is not our existence characterised by
life and hope; life and hope in which
“heaven and God’s silence” accepts our
life. Accepts us as we are. And in grace
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Food For Families.
Thanks to you.
Put food on the table - all year round.
Everyday we dig deeper to provide support when people need it most. We want to support
everyone who reaches out to us, no matter what time of year it is - but we can’t do it alone.
Here’s how you can get involved in Food For Families:
• donate non-perishable food and essential items
• host a collection drive
• be a community drop off point for donations
• make a donation to directly support vulnerable people needing access to food.
Call us
1800 668 426
Visit
foodforfamilies.org.au

Uniting is the community services organisation
of the Uniting Church in Victoria and Tasmania.
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